CATEGORY SPOTLIGHT

VIDEO
See NoCord VPS
used in a clinical
case involving
PFM crown
preparation on
maxillary centrals.

Taking Impressions
with Conﬁdence

D

NoCord VPS is a single-step, self-retracting impressioning system designed
for ease of use and greater predictability

S

how up to a job interview, and the first
impression can often be make-or-break.
Nice attire, fresh breath, and a well-

put-together appearance can go a long way in
relaying an image of confidence and success.
When making a first impression in the literal
context of dentistry, the confidence should be
within the impression material itself, as successful
restorative treatment depends on the material’s
accuracy, detail, and clarity.
Centrix’s NoCord VPS is a one-step, selfretracting impressioning system designed

MegaBody Tray Material, the wash is driven into

specifically for the wash and tray technique that

the sulcus to displace gingiva and completely

consists of the Centrix NoCord Wash and NoCord

capture prep margins. No retraction cord means

MegaBody Tray Materials.

no gingival trauma for the patient and a less time-

Without a separate retraction procedure,
NoCord Wash and MegaBody Tray Materials have

consuming process for the clinician.
“NoCord VPS also supplies hemostasis and removes

been specially formulated to work together as a

the need for extra materials at the time of impressions.

system that retracts, controls bleeding, and takes

On further use, I was happy to discover the ease of

a clear, final impression, while eliminating the time

application and the ideal fit of the final restorations

and cost of using retraction cords or pastes and

from my esthetic dental lab,” Dr. Lerch added.

applying an astringent.
“I had been looking for an impression material
that did not harm sensitive gum tissues. I work
with patients and use my laser to get their gums
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exactly where I want, so they have their best

TOP 5 REASONS
WHY DR. LERCH
USES NOCORD VPS:

smile moving forward. NoCord fits that bill,” said
speaker and lecturer Dr. Nancy Summer Lerch.
NoCord Wash is the first wash material to

1

Easy to use

2 Atraumatic to the tissues

incorporate a hemostatic agent, a 15% alum

3 Provides hemostasis

(ammonium aluminum sulfate), that effectively

4 Very visible, easy-to-read margins

closes cut capillaries, controlling bleeding and

5 Consistency—works every time

ﬂuid ﬂows. When paired with the “stiffer” NoCord
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